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A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF THE 
ELECTRONIC FARE COLLECTION SYSTEMS 
EFFECTIVENESS IMPLEMENTATION ON 
PUBLIC TRANSIT AND PROSPECTIVE 
DIRECTIONS OF ITS APPLICATION 
IN UKRAINE

The object of research is the effectiveness of the implementation of electronic fare collection systems on public 
transit. Applying the electronic fare collection systems is a general trend in improving public transport services for 
users. In the pre-war period, the systems began to be implemented in many cities of Ukraine. At the same time, this 
activity was not of a systemic nature and at the current stage it is mainly considered as a means of ensuring more 
convenient conditions for the use of scheduled passenger transport services for passengers. The article focuses on 
a broader understanding of the effectiveness of the fare collection systems implementation, their role in ensuring 
the internal integration of the multi-modal public transport system, increasing the operational efficiency, providing 
the safety of transportation and increasing the attractiveness of public transit services for the population as a real 
alternative for the private cars to use. The implementation efficiency of the electronic fare collection systems in 
public transit should be expressed through various aspects. There are 9 aspects to be considered: system integration; 
comfort ensuring; transportation safety assistance; operational efficiency and passengers’ travel time reduction; 
integration into the management and planning systems; implementation of the flexible fare system; conduction of 
the flexible fare policy; development of reasonable income distribution system; increase of the scheduled passenger 
transport services attractiveness. It is suggested to use systemic approach for integrated multimodal public transit 
system creation. It requires the development of an intelligent transport system that would integrate separate func-
tions of the electronic fare collection system into controlling, managing and planning subsystems. The practical 
introduction of the solutions proposed regarding the prospects to develop electronic fare collection systems in the 
cities of Ukraine will make it possible to increase the efficiency of their use and contribute to the improvement of 
the quality of transport services for passengers.
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1.  Introduction

Use of electronic fare collection systems is a general 
trend in improving the public transport services for users. 
In the pre-war period, these systems began to be imple-
mented in many cities of Ukraine. At the same time, the 
activity was not of a systemic nature and at the current 
stage it is mainly considered as a means of ensuring more 
convenient conditions for the use of scheduled passenger 
transport services for passengers.

For studying the electronic fare collection systems ef-
fectiveness, a sufficiently large number of studies have been 
done. This article covered some of them.

The main advantages of the fare collection systems imple- 
mentation are: easy usability by passengers, income manage-

ment efficiency, inter-modality adequacy, easy «operator-to-
operator» cooperation, systematic data collection and gather-
ing tools, planning process improvement [1]. In addition to 
the fare collection function, the smart card systems can be 
useful for providing data to both planners and researchers. 
This data can serve to enhance the strategic, tactical and 
operational performance of transit authorities [2].

In the article [3], the promising areas of automated fare 
collection data implementation were outlined: generation of 
an Origin – Destination (OD) matrix from the transactions 
or trips, trip purpose or activity type determination, route 
choice modeling, public transit performance evaluation and 
policy assessment based on automated fare collection data.

The article [1] deals to an OD matrix calculation using 
entry-only automated fare collection data from trip-chaining 
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method. It was performed at stop level, and was further 
aggregated at the zone level, considering the geographic 
zones currently used by the operators.

In the paper [4], authors introduced a passengers’ clus-
tering approach from their temporal habits using smart 
card data. In the paper [5] the smart-card data applied to 
measure the variability of urban public transit network use. 
The study [6] proposed an effective data-mining procedure 
to simulate the travel patterns of transit riders. Transit 
riders’ trip chains are identified from the temporal and 
spatial specifications of their smart card transaction data. 
Authors of [7] used the smart card data for estimating 
passenger’s route choice in a complex metro system.

The survey [8] applied a methodology of obtaining the 
spatiotemporal crowding data and estimating the travel 
time variability in a congested public transport network 
to improve accessibility calculations. It relied on using 
smart card and automatic vehicle location data.

The following research issues were identified as potential 
challenges for smart card implementation by the authors [2]: 
technological improvements, data validation, economic fea-
sibility, journey validation and new modelling approaches.

In the article [9], the authors analyzed the automated 
fare collection solutions in public transportation systems. 
The main attention was paid to adapt the mobile devices 
for ticketing solutions to fully automate the fare collec-
tion. Introducing the automated fare collection solutions 
in urban transportation was expected to have a significant 
positive impact on customers’ satisfaction.

Paper [10] as a goal of «mobility as a service» approach 
indicated the encouraging the use of public transport services 
by bringing together multi-modal transportation and users’ 
choice and, in this way, facilitating them in their intermodal 
trips. In achieving this goal, a key role was taken to the 
payment and information technologies integration. Regarding 
payment integration, the smart cards were the main way to 
reach it. The smart cards offer a large amount of information 
that can be used both in the planning and operation stages.

The analysis of the existing studies indicated that con-
siderable attention was paid to the issues of the electronic 
fare collection systems effectiveness. At the same time, 
there is a lack of papers to systematize individual areas 
of their application from the position of integrated transit 
system creation.

Therefore, the purpose of the article is a comprehensive 
analysis comprehensive analysis of the effectiveness of the 
implementation of electronic fare collection systems on public 
transit and prospective directions of its application in Ukraine. 
From the scientific point of view, comprehensive electronic 
fare collection systems effectiveness analysis conducting will 
allow to theoretically substantiate the most effective direc-
tions and conditions of the systems application with taking 
into account modern technologies and experience of using. 
From a practical point of view, it will make it possible to 
increase the efficiency of their usage and contribute to the 
improvement of the quality of transport services for passengers.

2.  Materials and Methods

The object of research is the effectiveness of the imple-
mentation of electronic fare collection systems on public 
transit. To achieve the aim of the study, theoretical research 
methods were used, conclusions and proposals were formed 
from the application of a systemic approach.

3.  Results and Discussion

Taking into account the current tendency to ensure the 
priority development of scheduled passenger transport and 
level of service increase to solve the transport problems of 
cities, the implementation of the electronic fare collection 
systems is an integral part of the incorporation of advanced 
intelligent technologies in urban passenger transportation.

The effectiveness of the implementation of electronic 
fare collection systems on public transit services can be 
considered from different points of view. The following 
were highlighted as the main aspects:

– system integration;
– comfort ensuring;
– transportation safety assistance;
– operational efficiency and passengers’ travel time 
reduction;
– integration into the management and planning systems;
– implementation of the flexible fare system;
– conduction of the flexible fare policy;
– development of reasonable income distribution system;
– increasing of the scheduled passenger transport ser-
vices attractiveness.
System integration. The key condition providing the ef-

ficient public transit system is the introduction of a single 
smart card to use all available transit modes. The possibi-
lity of travel paying with a single smart card is one of the 
background to integrate a multimodal system of urban pas-
senger transport. Payment integration will create conditions 
for the harmonization of relations between the participants 
of the city passenger transportation market, it will ensure 
the transition from competitive conditions to conditions of 
cooperation in order to obtain the maximum systemic effect. 
Creation of a single operating agency is important to cover 
all public transit modes and perform control, management 
and strategic planning functions at the system level.

Comfort ensuring. Electronic fare collection systems usage 
should be resulted in passenger satisfaction. This enables the 
passengers have the opportunity not to use cash because 
it is more convenient for them. They also have to store  
a free amount of money on the smart card, be able to check 
the account online, make payments using a mobile phone.

Transportation safety assistance. An additional func-
tion assigned to the driver (payment collection) should 
be considered as a distraction from the main activity – 
vehicle driving. Removing a driver from this activity will 
allow more direct attention to driving the vehicle. It will 
contribute to increasing the transportation safety.

Operational efficiency and passengers’ travel time re-
duction. The implementation of electronic fare collection 
systems in urban passenger transport, where the function 
of collecting fares is assigned to the driver, helps to reduce 
vehicle dwell time at intermediate stops due to passenger 
boarding acceleration. It is due to the fact that passengers 
can board through all the doors designated for this and 
less time spent for one boarding. In turn, this affects the 
growth of operational speed. Two fundamentally different 
cases can be considered here. First, the introduction of 
electronic fare collection system can ensure a situation 
where a passenger flow can be serviced by a smaller number 
of vehicles (situations of vehicle release). This situation 
occurs when the turnaround time is reduced to the value 
equal or greater than the available headway. In this case, 
the effect of the electronic fare collection system implemen-
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tation can be measured in the operating costs reduction. 
Second, when the turnaround time reduction is less than 
actual headway and the same number of vehicles operates 
on the route, the implementation effect has an additional 
manifestation which consists of passengers waiting time 
and vehicle occupancy reduction.

Integration into the management and planning systems. 
Obtaining a smart card data information is useful for ope-
rating management and planning tasks to solve. For the 
dealing with the operating management tasks, the real-time 
crowding information is required. This data can be used 
in passenger information systems. In order to identify 
the number of passengers who do not pay for travel,  
a comparison of data on the number of passengers ob-
tained using electronic fare collection systems and auto-
matic passenger counting systems should be provided. It 
should be taken into account that automated passenger 
counting systems are prone to generate a measurement 
error to increase along with the vehicle occupancy level.

In order to obtain information on passenger flows, the 
combined use of electronic fare collection systems and au-
tomatic positioning systems should be provided. Systems in 
which passengers must use a smart card during boarding and 
disembarking directly provide information about the passenger 
exchange at the stops (places of the start and end of the 
journey). The availability of the information is important, 
for example, in the case of solving tasks of assessing the 
feasibility of limited-stops service, shortened lines etc.

It should be noted that systems in which the card is 
used only at the time of boarding the vehicle also make 
it possible to establish an OD matrix, but as a result of 
a longer observation period and with a greater error. For 
this purpose, additional calculation algorithms should be 
developed and applied. Completion of a missing information 
can be ensured by analyzing the sequence of activation 
of cards in space and time, for example, during transfers, 
determination of the journey stops origin during different 
day periods, etc.

Comparing systems of automated passenger counting 
and automated fare payment is possible to find a rela-
tionship of interchangeability and complementarity. These 
systems are interchangeable at the route level. The use of 
smart card data allows obtaining the additional transport 
demand information, analyzing the trips at the network 
level and considering the trip chains. From a theoretical 
point of view, smart card data can be used to study the 
passengers’ transport behavior from a practical point of 
view – transit network optimization.

Implementation of the flexible fare system. The cur-
rently available in Ukrainian cities flat fare system for 
public transport services is not the best solution in modern 
practice. The main advantage of this system is simplicity. 
For a route, the fare is set, which is fixed and does not 
depend on the trip distance, travel time and period, level 
of services, etc. This is a fairly simple solution when the 
fare collection is left to the driver or conductor. The main 
drawback is the lack of justice. Under flat fare system, 
passengers who receive qualitatively different services pay 
the same money. This situation can become a barrier when 
implementing the policy to encourage city residents in using 
the public transport services in order to reduce the number 
of trips using individual cars. More socially fair conditions 
are provided to users under the introducing differentiated 
fare systems (by time or distance), zone fare and so on.

Conduction of the flexible fare policy. Formation of 
proposals to use of public transportation according to the 
«use more – pay less» principle. The possibility of the 
«mobility as a service» concept to allow the creation of 
fare options of using the systems of various city passen-
ger transport modes, including the sharing micromobility 
systems, sharing car rental systems, taxi services, under 
one fare plan.

Development of reasonable income distribution system. 
The implementation of flexible fare and single smart card 
system provides for the simultaneous accumulation of funds 
received from payments with their subsequent distribution 
among the participants of the transport services market. 
The effectiveness of this effort is achieved only if the 
distribution system will be objective, justified and trans-
parent. Objectivity can be achieved if the actual operat-
ing parameters and costs would be recorded in real time.

Increasing the attractiveness of scheduled passenger trans-
port services. Another aspect related to increasing the at-
tractiveness of scheduled passenger transport services is the 
reduction of negative perception of transfers. Its related 
with a number of aspects. First, transfers are usually as-
sociated with additional time costs (walking time during 
transfers, waiting at stops, usually greater non-linearity 
of connections). Under conditions, trips with transfers 
may take less time than direct trips (without transfers). 
For example, the combined use of shuttle routes and the 
subway can provide lower travel time costs compared to 
traveling without transfers only by bus services. Time sav-
ings can be more noticeable with the longer trip distance.  
At the same time, under the conditions of a flat fare, move-
ment is associated with a higher toll. In this context, the 
application of differentiated or zonal fare systems creates 
conditions when transfers are perceived by passengers as 
less undesirable.

Most of the aspects mentioned are interrelated and 
should be considered together. However, the increasing 
in the scheduled passenger transport services attractive-
ness is the most common one. Some of the specified ef-
ficiency aspects arise as a natural result of electronic fare 
collection system implementation. This list can include 
comfort ensuring; transportation safety assistance (if un-
der the existing system fare collection was performed by 
the driver); operational efficiency and passengers’ travel 
time reduction.

Other aspects will require an additional action from 
the local authorities in order to promote a transport policy 
directed at the priority of the public transit development. 
In this case, the implementation of the electronic fare col-
lection systems may consider as a precondition for their 
planning and applying. It lies in the following aspects:

– system integration;
– integration into the management and planning systems;
– implementation of the flexible fare system;
– conduction of the flexible fare policy;
– development of reasonable income distribution system.
In contrast to well-known studies in which the aspects 

of the electronic fare collection systems in public trans-
port application were considered, the use of a systemic 
approach that combines individual functions from the 
standpoint of forming an integrated multimodal public 
transit system was proposed. The implementation of the 
above-stated approach needs the creation of an intelligent 
transport system that would integrate separate functions 
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of the electronic fare collection system into controlling, 
managing and planning subsystems.

It should be noted that the measures proposed are of 
a theoretical nature and can be considered as the strategic 
directions for improving public transit operation in the 
Ukrainian cities. At the same time, bringing the tasks 
considered to the practical application is associated with 
a number of limitations. In our opinion, the main delaying 
factors lie in the financial, technical, technological and 
organizational spheres. In addition, the current situation of 
military aggression faced by Ukraine does not contribute 
to the public transportation improvement. From the above, 
the development of public transport will be a topical is-
sue for the post-war reconstruction of Ukrainian cities.

Thus, some issues of expanding the functions of elec-
tronic fare collecting systems indicated in the article needs 
to be more studied at the tactical level. In particular, the 
implementation of a flexible fare policy is of the substan-
tiation of fare options, fare value and system. Integration 
of electronic fare collection systems into the passenger 
transportation management and planning system requires 
the development of information systems originating from 
advanced intelligent technologies. These issues will be the 
focus of the future research.

4.  Conclusions

The efficiency of implementing electronic fare collec-
tion systems in public transport should be expressed in 
several aspects. The following were highlighted:

– system integration;
– comfort ensuring;
– transportation safety assistance;
– operational efficiency and passengers’ travel time 
reduction;
– integration into the managing and planning systems;
– implementation of the flexible fare system;
– conduction of the flexible fare policy;
– development of reasonable income distribution system;
– increase of the scheduled passenger transport services 
attractiveness.
Most of the mentioned aspects are interrelated and 

should be considered comprehensively. From a practical 
point of view, it is important to use systemic approach 
for integrated multimodal public transit system creation. 
It requires the development of an intelligent transport 
system that would integrate separate functions of the elec-
tronic fare collection system into controlling, managing 
and planning subsystems.

To increase the public transit services attractiveness 
in Ukrainian cities, the flexible fare system and policy 
conduction should be foreseen based on the principle «use 
more – pay less» and provide the different tariff options.
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